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					beyondGREEN Home Composters
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					Smart Cart Wheelbarrows
	 • Smart Cart 7 Wheelbarrow
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					Haaga Push Sweepers 
	 • 200 Series Residential 
					
	 • 400 Series Turbo Commercial 
					
	 • 600 Series Turbo Commercial 
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					Infinite Cedar
	 • Raised Cedar Planters
	Rain Barrels
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	 • Self-Contained
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	 • Centrex 3000 series
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	Compare the Brills & Sunlawns 
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	FAQs
	Reel  versus  Rotary ::
     
	 • What a reel mower is + why reel mowing is better for your lawn health
	Make the switch to Reels ::
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					Earthwise Electric Saws + Trimmers
	 • Earthwise 58-Volt Brushless String Trimmer
	 • Earthwise 16" Corded Chain Saw
	 • Earthwise 2 in 1 Corded Pole Hedge Saw
	 • Earthwise 2 in 1 Corded Pole Chain Saw
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					Tillers and Cultivators
	 • Earthwise 11" Corded Tiller/Cultivator
					
	 • Earthwise 16" Corded Tiller/Cultivator
					
	Pressure Washers
	 • Earthwise 1500 PSI Corded Pressure Washer
					
	 • Earthwise 1650 PSI Corded Pressure Washer
					
	Shredders and Mulchers
	 • Earthwise Corded Blower/Vac/Mulch
					
	 • Flowtron LE-900 Leaf-Eater
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	Rainbarrels :: Saving in the Rain
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	Rain water provides cheap, clean water for your lawn and garden, bypassing your civic water system and reducing water usage. These are the best solutions we found for capturing and keeping this valuable element.

        	Variety of sizes, shapes and designs to fit your needs
	Safe for children and pets
	Some systems can be linked to increase volume
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	Rain Harvest Flat-Back 50 Gallon Rain Barrel

        	Space-saving design fits flush against a wall for added safety
	Screen at top keeps out debris, critters and insects
	Plastic resin will not rot, crack or peel like real wood barrels
	Spigot, shut off value for hose hook up, and dual overflow ports
	Dual overflow
	Rain barrels are children, pet, and wildlife resistant
	$189.95 plus $45 Shipping 


        more about Rain Harvest rain barrels...
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